
1, 2, 3 Counting Books

Bear countsBear counts
by Karma Wilson

As friends Bear and Mouse share a day

together, Bear counts various objects,

from one to five, and the reader is invited

to do the same. Simultaneous eBook.

How do dinosaurs count toHow do dinosaurs count to
ten?ten?
by Jane Yolen

A rollicking concept book shows young

readers how to count from one to ten

with the help of the entertaining

dinosaurs from How Do Dinosaurs Say

Good Night?.

The doorbell rangThe doorbell rang
by Pat Hutchins

Each time the doorbell rings, there are

more people who have come to share

Ma's wonderful cookies

Feast for 10Feast for 10
by Cathryn Falwell

Various members of the family help

Mama shop for the ingredients and

prepare a wonderful chicken dinner for

ten people, in a counting board book that

also shows how a homemade dinner

gets from the supermarket to the table.

1, 2, 3 to the zoo : a1, 2, 3 to the zoo : a
counting bookcounting book
by Eric Carle

Young readers can take a trip to the zoo

and count the animals, in this boldly

illustrated, counting book for

preschoolers. Reprint.

Ten terrible dinosaursTen terrible dinosaurs
by Paul Stickland

One by one, ten dinosaurs at play

become fewer and fewer as various

things happen to them and the reader is

left with one sleepy dinosaur. By the author of Dinosaur

Roar! Reprint.

Five little monkeys jumpingFive little monkeys jumping
on the bedon the bed
by Eileen Christelow

A special edition of the classic story

includes music and lyrics, a drawing

activity and a free audio download featuring lively music

and sound effects. 25,000 first printing.

Barn cat : a counting bookBarn cat : a counting book
by Carol P. Saul

Because she is looking for something

special, the great barn cat notices but

shows no interest in the activities of the

animals--including puppies, crickets,

butterflies, and others--which can be

counted around her.

How many snails? : aHow many snails? : a
counting bookcounting book
by Paul Giganti

A young child takes walks to different

places and wonders about the amount

and variety of things seen on the way

One is a drummer : aOne is a drummer : a
book of numbersbook of numbers
by Roseanne Thong

A young girl numbers her discoveries in

the world around her, from one dragon

boat to four mahjong players to ten

bamboo stalks
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A, B, C Alphabet Books

Chicka chicka boom boomChicka chicka boom boom
by Bill Martin

An alphabet rhyme/chant that relates

what happens when the whole alphabet

tries to climb a coconut tree

The NumberlysThe Numberlys
by William Joyce

A fantastical tale based on the award-

winning app and set in a world where

there is no alphabet finds five jaunty

heroes rebuilding the numbers that control their world

until 26 amazing letters emerge, bringing color, books and

pizza into their gray and orderly existence.

A to zA to z
by Sandra Boynton

A variety of humorous animal characters

introduce the letters of the alphabet

Alpha oops! : the day ZAlpha oops! : the day Z
went firstwent first
by Alethea Kontis

Tired of being last when the alphabet

family lines up, Z demands equality and

causes an uproar among the other

letters--with chaotic and amusing

results!

LMNO peasLMNO peas
by Keith Baker

In this Classic Board Book edition, a

whimsically illustrated series of

exuberant peas demonstrate a range of

interests, hobbies and careers themed

around the letters of the alphabet, from

Acrobat Peas to Zoologist Peas. By the author of Hickory

Hickory Dock.

Al Pha's betAl Pha's bet
by Amy Krouse Rosenthal

Hoping to be chosen by the king for the

job of putting the recently invented 26

letters into logical order, the imaginative

Al Pha orchestrates a series of humorous

events that culminate in the king's

decision to name the adopted letter sequence the

"alphabet." By the author of Duck! Rabbit!

Alphabet cityAlphabet city
by Stephen Johnson

Pastels and watercolors capture objects

in everyday surroundings that look like

the letters of the alphabet in this 1996

Caldecott Honor-winning book for

children of all ages. Reprint.

Gone wild : anGone wild : an
endangered animalendangered animal
alphabetalphabet
by David McLimans

Endangered animals are drawn into

uniquely crafted letters in this bold alphabet book that

provides information on the habitat and class of these rare

creatures and the threats facing them.

The graphic alphabetThe graphic alphabet
by David Pelletier

A graphical representation of the

alphabet gives a new view of the letters,

from the A that crumbles as an

avalanche approaches to the D that

glows with the light of the devil.

Eating the alphabet : fruitsEating the alphabet : fruits
and vegetables from A toand vegetables from A to
ZZ
by Lois Ehlert

Brilliant watercolor collages of fruits and

vegetables--apples, bananas, potatoes, tomatoes,

radicchio, and others--introduce young readers to the

alphabet. Reprint.
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